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Some of the best minds in Mariology today have
collaborated to produce this monumental anthology in
honor of Our Lady and in complete fidelity to the
Magisterium. Buy this book and make a present of it to
your parish priest, the religious sister you know, the
seminarian from your diocese, or the consecrated person
or educated layperson at your parish. It’s a Mariological
“must read,” especially for our priests and seminarians.
–Dr. Scott Hahn Author and Professor of Theology at
Franciscan University of Steubenville
Landscapes of Desire in the Poetry of Vittorio Sereni is
the first book-length study in English on Vittorio Sereni
(1913-83), one of the major figures of Italian twentiethcentury poetry. It looks at how Sereni constructs a new
identity for the lyric 'I' through analysing the poet's
relationship to landscape (both geographical and poetic),
and his dialogue with the Italian poetic tradition, rooted in
the notion of desire and a deep-seated
preoccupationwith absence and loss. It argues that these
facets of Sereni's poetry endow his subject with a
psychological and linguistic complexity that earns him a
place alongside some of the more experimental figures
oftwentieth-century poetry, while reinforcing at the same
time his debt to tradition and his vital contribution to the
development and adaptation of the lyric form.
Through the analysis of several cases studies
concerning Southern Europe (Spain, Italy, Slovenia,
Albania, Greece and Turkey) the book aims rethinking
the cultural history of Mediterranean nationalisms by
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suggesting how it is an interconnected experience,
directly related to the intellectual examples of Northern
Europe, but also developing its own particular trend.
Ritorna il celebre classico, tradotto in tutto il mondo, che
ha mostrato come ragione, storia, esperienza confermino
la Verità del Vangelo.Dal 1976 questo libro è stato
continuamente ristampato e tradotto. Tanto da essere
uno dei saggi più diffusi non solo in Italia (oltre un
milione di copie), ma anche nel mondo intero, dove
circola in una trentina di lingue. Ormai un classico, ma
scritto da un autore il cui motto è: «Studiare come un
buon professore e scrivere come un buon giornalista».
Per questo non è stato contestato dagli studiosi
razionalisti e al contempo è stato letto con passione
anche da chi non abbia una particolare cultura. Il lettore
è coinvolto in una ricerca appassionante che conferma i
cattolici nella fede e che può fa riflettere gli increduli.
Queste pagine infatti – scritte sì da un cristiano, ma
convertito in età adulta dall’agnosticismo – si affidano
soltanto all’evidenza dei fatti e della storia.
Gian Lorenzo Bernini was the greatest sculptor of the
Baroque period, and yet—surprisingly—there has never
before been a major exhibition of his sculpture in North
America. Bernini and the Birth of Baroque Portrait
Sculpture showcases portrait sculptures from all phases
of the artist’s long career, from the very early Antonio
Coppola of 1612 to Clement X of about 1676, one of his
last completed works. Bernini’s portrait busts were
masterpieces of technical virtuosity; at the same time,
they revealed a new interest in psychological depth.
Bernini’s ability to capture the essential character of his
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subjects was unmatched and had a profound influence
on other leading sculptors of his day, such as Alessandro
Algardi, Giuliano Finelli, and Francesco Mochi. Bernini
and the Birth of Baroque Portrait Sculpture is a
groundbreaking study that features drawings and
paintings by Bernini and his contemporaries. Together
they demonstrate not only the range, skill, and acuity of
these masters of Baroque portraiture but also the
interrelationship of the arts in seventeenth-century
Rome.
Nel 2008, trent’anni dopo il suo primo libro (Ipotesi su
Gesù) divenuto subito un best e long seller mondiale,
Vittorio Messori pubblicava, presso le edizioni Ares,
Ipotesi su Maria. Un volume che, come tutti quelli (ormai
più di 20) dell’Autore è stato accolto dai lettori con
grande favore, ha esaurito molte ristampe, è stato
tradotto in diverse lingue ed è tuttora «vivo» nel catalogo
dell’editore milanese. Ma la ricerca mariana di Messori è
proseguita in questi anni. Così, l’Ares presenta ora non
una nuova ristampa, bensì una nuova edizione di Ipotesi
su Maria, arricchita di 13 capitoli inediti, caratterizzati
come sempre da quello stile che ha determinato il
successo di Messori: la vivacità e la chiarezza del
giornalista professionista unite alla solidità dello studioso
esperto, dalla documentazione aggiornata e sicura.
Inoltre, anche in questi nuovi capitoli, vi è la consueta,
vivace scorribanda tra dogma e aneddoto, tra teologia e
devozione spirituale, tra esegesi biblica e apparizioni.
Dunque, si amplia ancora, nella nuova edizione, quella
carrellata in un mondo luminoso e al contempo spesso
sconosciuto, guidati da uno scrittore che non nasconde
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affatto la sua fede ma è allergico alla retorica mielosa di
certo devozionalismo. Un autore che apprezza il
sentimento, ma è lontano da un sentimentalismo che
rischia di allontanare i nostri contemporanei da Colei che
non a caso la Tradizione chiama «Madonna», cioè
«Nostra Signora».
This book confronts the challenges that hermeneutics
brings to ethics and education by thematizing the critical
influence which ethics and contemporary educational
theory and practice have on the self-understanding of
philosophical hermeneutics. In the hermeneutic spirit of
commitment to cultivating lifelong habits of critical
thinking, moral reflection, and articulate expression, the
book presents many voices that illuminate a rich cultural
diversity with the profound hope of nurturing the fullflourishing of human beings. The hermeneutics of
education calls for diverse ways of thinking about
education, which deeply cares for the common good of
individuals, communities, and nations. This diversity
promotes a genuine interest in different approaches to
the event (Ereignis) of education. (Series: International
Studies in Hermeneutics and Phenomenology - Vol. 8)
[Subject: Hermeneutics, Ethics, Education]
The aim of this Companion volume is to provide scholars and
advanced graduate students with a comprehensive and
authoritative state-of-the-art review of current research work
on Anglo-Italian Renaissance studies. Written by a team of
international scholars and experts in the field, the chapters
are grouped into two large areas of influence and
intertextuality, corresponding to the dual way in which early
modern England looked upon the Italian world from the
English perspective – Part 1: "Italian literature and culture"
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and Part 2: "Appropriations and ideologies". In the first part,
prominent Italian authors, artists, and thinkers are examined
as a direct source of inspiration, imitation, and divergence.
The variegated English response to the cultural, ideological,
and political implications of pervasive Italian intertextuality, in
interrelated aspects of artistic and generic production, is dealt
with in the second part. Constructed on the basis of a largely
interdisciplinary approach, the volume offers an in-depth and
wide-ranging treatment of the multifaceted ways in which
Italy’s material world and its iconologies are represented,
appropriated, and exploited in the literary and cultural domain
of early modern England. For this reason, contributors were
asked to write essays that not only reflect current thinking but
also point to directions for future research and scholarship,
while a purposefully conceived bibliography of primary and
secondary sources and a detailed index round off the volume.
In the twentieth century in Italy, there was a man who during
his lifetime (1903-1994) became a legend for those who did
not know him, and a great spiritual Teacher for those who
were lucky enough to meet him. His name was Gustavo Rol,
and he was an upper class gentleman who dressed elegantly,
possessed an encyclopedic body of knowledge, the soul of
an artist and the spirit of a mystic. As a young man, like
Prince Siddhartha, he obtained enlightenment, even though
he never declared as much openly. One of the consequences
was that he began to manifest an impressive range of
"possibilities" that are generally referred to as "paranormal"
clairvoyance, telepathy, precognition, bilocation, levitation,
telekinesis and many more. This anthology collects all of the
anecdotes recounted over more than 60 years from
numerous witnesses, including famous personalities from the
Italian and international cultural scene. According to Rol, in
the future science will be capable of explaining these
phenomena...
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This book studies the uses of orality in Italian society, across
all classes, from the fifteenth to the seventeenth century, with
an emphasis on the interrelationships between oral
communication and the written word. The Introduction
provides an overview of the topic as a whole and links the
chapters together. Part 1 concerns public life in the states of
northern, central, and southern Italy. The chapters examine a
range of performances that used the spoken word or song:
concerted shouts that expressed the feelings of the lower
classes and were then recorded in writing; the proclamation
of state policy by town criers; songs that gave news of
executions; the exercise of power relations in society as
recorded in trial records; and diplomatic orations and
interactions. Part 2 centres on private entertainments. It
considers the practices of the performance of poetry sung in
social gatherings and on stage with and without
improvisation; the extent to which lyric poets anticipated the
singing of their verse and collaborated with composers;
performances of comedies given as dinner entertainments for
the governing body of republican Florence; and a reading of a
prose work in a house in Venice, subsequently made famous
through a printed account. Part 3 concerns collective religious
practices. Its chapters study sermons in their own right and in
relation to written texts, the battle to control spaces for public
performance by civic and religious authorities, and singing
texts in sacred spaces.
Con la scomparsa di Emanuele Severino si è conclusa una
stagione importante della filosofia non solo italiana e non solo
contemporanea. Quello del pensatore bresciano è stato infatti
un progetto di portata teoretica e di impianto sistematico tale
da lasciare in eredità alla “filosofia futura” inedite
responsabilità. A partire da un indifferibile programma di
studio e approfondimento, ma anche di adeguata
valorizzazione e diffusione della filosofia italiana
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contemporanea, un patrimonio notevole, di assoluto rilievo
internazionale. Dopo Severino una nuova stagione di studi e
ricerche è tanto più urgente e necessaria. Questo libro,
risultato di un confronto di lungo momento fra l’autore ed
Emanuele Severino, attraversa criticamente l’intera sua
opera, da Struttura originaria all’estremo Testimoniando il
destino. Non un saggio biografico, né storico-filosofico, ma
uno studio per linee interne al sistema e ai problemi di una
straordinaria esperienza intellettuale ed umana.
The contributors to this volume tell the story of CatholicCommunist collaboration in Italy. Although the Communist
Party of Italy has never been in power, it has long been
powerful. Since the end of World War II it has always been
the second most powerful political party in Italy on the
national level; it controls many of the town and city
governments, including Rome. As a consequence these
essays have lost none of their relevance, even for today.
These essays, with the exception of the introductory ones by
Leonard Swidler and Edward James Grace, were all written in
1978-80, but have not been published until now. Most were
translated from the Italian by Edward Grace. Contents: The
Dialogue Decalogue; Christian-Marxist Dialogue: A Historical
Overview and Analysis; The Italian Earth and its Catholic Left
from North American Perspective; The History of a Dialogue;
Catholic Communists 1938-1946; From a Catholic Christian
Democrat to a Christian Socialist; Open Letter to Enric
Berlinguer; Reply to an Open Letter from the Bishop of Ivrea;
Communist Party Catholics in Italy; Reply to the Osservatore
Romano; Non-Ideological Marxism; Democracy in the Italian
Communist Party; Christians and Marxists: An Experience
based on Daily Encounter; and Communism, Catholicism and
Women.
Questo lavoro è una cronologia dei fatti avvenuti nel 1978. Si
basa sul racconto di un anno indimenticabile e i tre capi saldi
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del libro sono: Il rapimento di Aldo Moro, i tre Papi che si
sono succeduti in quell'estate e l'elezione di Sandro Pertini a
Presidente della Repubblica. Nel libro, l'autore racconta
anche il campionato di calcio 1977-78, nel quale la Juventus,
vincendo lo scudetto numero 18, diventa maggiorenne per
quanto riguarda le vittorie tricolori.
This is the first book on Italian colonialism that specifically
deals with the question of citizenship/subjecthood. Such a
topic is crucial for understanding both Italian imperial rule and
the complex dynamics of the different colonial societies where
several actors, like notables, political leaders, minorities, etc.,
were involved. The chapters gathered in the book constitute
an unprecedented account of a heterogeneous geographical
area. The cases of Eritrea, Libya, Dodecanese, Ethiopia, and
Albania confirm that citizenship and subjecthood in the
colonial context were ductile political tools, which were
structured according to the orientations of the Metropole and
the challenges that came from the colonial societies, often
swinging between submission, cooptation to the colonial
power, and resistance. On one hand, the book offers an
account of the different policies of citizenship implemented in
the Italian colonies, in particular the construction of gradated
forms of citizenship, the repression and expulsion of
dissidents, the systems of endearment of local people and
cooptation of the elites, and the racialization of legal status.
On the other, it deals with the various answers coming from
the local populations in terms of resistance, negotiation, and
construction of social identity.
Inscriptions, medals, and travelers' accounts, on more
learned humanist and antiquarian writings, and, most
importantly, on the art of the period, Brown explores Venice's
evolving sense of the past. She begins with the late middle
ages, when Venice sought to invent a dignified civic past by
means of object, image, and text. Moving on to the fourteenth
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and fifteenth centuries, she discusses the collecting and
recording of antiquities and the incorporation of Roman forms.
Through a visually oriented investigation of historical
(in)visibility in early modern Italy, the essays in this volume
recover those women - wives, widows, mistresses, the
illegitimate - who have been erased from history in modern
literature, rendered invisible or obscured by history or
scholarship, as well as those who were overshadowed by
male relatives, political accident, or spatial location. A multifaceted invisibility of the individual and of the object is the
thread that unites the chapters in this volume. Though some
women chose to be invisible, for example the cloistered nun,
these essays show that in fact, their voices are heard or seen
through their commissions and their patronage of the arts,
which afforded them some visibility. Invisibility is also
examined in terms of commissions which are no longer extant
or are inaccessible. What is revealed throughout the essays
is a new way of looking at works of art, a new way to visualize
the past by addressing representational invisibility, the
marginalized or absent subject or object and historical
(in)visibility to discover who does the 'looking,' and how this
shapes how something or someone is visible or invisible. The
result is a more nuanced understanding of the place of
women and gender in early modern Italy.
Pirri descrive i grandi avvenimenti che condussero all'Unita
Italiana, sotto il profilo che a lui, figlio d'Italia e Sacerdote
della Chiesa Cattolica, apparve e doveva apparire il piu
importante: l'oppressione del piu che millenario potere
temporale dei Papi e l'evoluzione dell'Italia dalla condizione di
un gruppo di Stati, retti secondo i principi della Chiesa
Cattolica, in uno Stato Unitario, basato su principi liberali. La
storia della genesi dell'Italia Moderna, gia descritta in molte
opere, abbisognava certamente da questo lato di rettifiche e
di aggiunte . Queste si potevano pero trovare solamente nel
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materiale in possesso del Vaticano. P.Pirri ebbe la fortuna di
averlo a disposizione e lo profuse largamente in questa sua
opera.
MATTEO, MARCO, LUCA, GIOVANNI, QUATTRO
TESTIMONI FEDELI
Gli anni che vanno dal 1821 al 1848 furono molto intensi per
la società piemontese. Pochi anni dopo il Congresso di
Vienna infatti esplosero a Torino dei moti, duramente repressi
da Carlo Felice re di Sardegna, il quale esautorò il nipote
Carlo Alberto, reo di aver prestato ascolto ai rivoltosi e di
averne sostenuto la richiesta di una Costituzione. In seguito,
una volta salito al trono, Carlo Alberto adottò un prudente
atteggiamento legittimista, e solo alla fine del suo regno
promulgò lo Statuto albertino. Furono anni caratterizzati, da
un punto di vista socio-politico, da diverse associazioni
segrete di forte ispirazione buonarrotiana, dall’attività
cospirativa di Mazzini, dall’afflusso dei primi esuli e dalla
fondazione di alcuni giornali, come le «Letture popolari» di
tendenze democratiche ma che mal si sposavano con le
teorie mazziniane. In questo clima piuttosto effervescente si
innestò la riforma dell’università, con la riorganizzazione sia
delle materie scientifiche sia di quelle umanistiche e
l’istituzione di nuove cattedre di Storia e di Economia politica.
Questi e altri aspetti della società piemontese sono stati
esaminati da un gruppo di studiosi con l’intento di illustrare e
di comprendere meglio come il Regno di Sardegna si sia
preparato al 1848.
Thomas Piketty's Capital in the Twenty-First Century initiated
a great debate not just about inequality but also regarding the
failures found in the economic models used by theoreticians
and practitioners alike. Wealth of Persons offers a totally
different perspective that challenges the very terms of the
debate. The Great Recession reveals a great existential rift at
the core of certain economic reflections, thereby showing the
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real crisis of the crisis of economics. In the human sciences
we have created a kind of "Tower of Babel" where we cannot
understand each other any longer. The "breakdowns" occur
equally on the personal, social, political, and economic levels.
There is a need for an "about-face" in method to restore
harmony among dissociated disciplines. Wealth of Persons
offers a key to such a restoration, applying insights and
analysis taken from different economic scholars, schools of
thought, philosophical traditions, various disciplines, and
charismatic entrepreneurs. Wealth of Persons aims at
recapturing an adequate understanding of the acting human
person in the economic drama, one that measures up to the
reality. The investigation is a passport allowing entry into the
land of economic knowledge, properly unfolding the
anthropological meaning of the free economy.
An encyclopedia describes all aspects of world culture,
broken down into six regional categories, discussing the art,
dance, fashion, food, pastimes, periodicals, recreation, and
transportation of each region.
This book pushes literary theory into unexplored grounds to
articulate the modern and contemporary condition of
interstitiality through an innovative discussion of literary and
philosophical underpinnings and interpretation of works by
Calvino, Caproni, Sereni and Svevo. It will appeal to
Italianists and anyone studying Italian literature.
This is the first volume to provide a detailed introduction to
some of the main areas of research and practice in the
interdisciplinary field of art and neuroscience. With
contributions from neuroscientists, theatre scholars and
artists from seven countries, it offers a rich and rigorous array
of perspectives as a springboard to further exploration.
Divided into four parts, each prefaced by an expert editorial
introduction, it examines: * Theatre as a space of
relationships: a neurocognitive perspective * The spectator's
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performative experience and 'embodied theatrology' * The
complexity of theatre and human cognition * Interdisciplinary
perspectives on applied performance Each part includes
contributions from international pioneers of interdisciplinarity
in theatre scholarship, and from neuroscientists of worldrenown researching the physiology of action, the mirror
neuron mechanism, action perception, space perception,
empathy and intersubjectivity. While illustrating the
remarkable growth of interest in the performing arts for
cognitive neuroscience, this volume also reveals the
extraordinary richness of exchange and debate born out of
different approaches to the topics.
The richest and most politically complex regions in Italy in the
earliest middle ages were the Byzantine sections of the
peninsula, thanks to their links with the most coherent early
medieval state, the Byzantine empire. This comparative study
of the histories of Rome, Ravenna, and Venice examines
their common Byzantine past, since all three escaped
incorporation into the Lombard kingdom in the late 7th and
early 8th centuries. By 750, however, Rome and Ravenna's
political links with the Byzantine Empire had been irrevocably
severed. Thus, did these cities remain socially and culturally
heirs of Byzantium? How did their political structures, social
organisation, material culture, and identities change? Did they
become part of the Western political and ideological
framework of Italy? This study identifies and analyses the
ways in which each of these cities preserved the structures of
the Late Antique social and cultural world; or in which they
adapted each and every element available to them to their
own needs, at various times and in various ways, to create a
new identity based partly on their Roman heritage and partly
on their growing integration with the rest of medieval Italy. It
tells a story which encompasses the main contemporary
narratives, documentary evidence, recent archaeological
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discoveries, and discussions on art history; it follows the
markers of status and identity through titles, names, ethnic
groups, liturgy and ritual, foundation myths, representations,
symbols, and topographies of power to shed light on a
relatively little known area of early medieval Italian history.
For the first time, Massimo Introvigne proposes a general
social history of Satanism and anti-Satanism, from the French
Court of Louis XIV to the Satanic scares of the late 20th
century, satanic themes in Black Metal music, the Church of
Satan, and beyond.
Ipotesi su GesùEdizioni Ares
In this collection of essays, biographies and Nobel lectures,
ten Nobel Laureates from five continents give various and
startling perspectives on current questions about modernity
and tradition, unity and diversity, integration, identity, integrity,
gender and sexual roles in a multicultural world of change. It
is also a book on self-confidence and presents different ways
to self-knowledge and cultural individuality. Published in print
for the first time, these studies and penetrating observations
on topical issues, written by leading authors and intellectuals
from many distant countries, make up one of the most
intriguing and engaging avowals of our time. The Nobel
Laureates are: Sir V S Naipaul (United Kingdom, born in
Trinidad) Nadine Gordimer (South Africa) Derek Walcott (St
Lucia) Naguib Mahfouz (Egypt) Patrick White (Australia)
Ernest Hemingway (USA) Grazia Deledda (Sardinia, Italy)
Amartya Sen (United Kingdom and the USA, born in India)
Rabindranath Tagore (India) Nelson Mandela (South Africa)
Contents:Two Worlds (V S Naipaul)The Enigma of Arrival (V
S Naipaul)Writing and Being (N Gordimer)Nadine Gordimer
and the South African Experience (P Wästberg)A Single,
Homeless, Circling Satellite — Derek Walcott (J Mjöberg)The
Antilles — Fragments of Epic Memory (D Walcott)Naguib
Mahfouz — The Son of Two Civilizations (A
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Hallengren)Autobiography (P White)Patrick White —
Existential Explorer (K Hansson)A Case of Identity: Ernest
Hemingway (A Hallengren)Voice of Sardegna — Grazia
Deledda (A Hallengren)Autobiography (A Sen)Tagore and His
India (A Sen)Nelson Mandela and the Rainbow of Culture (A
Hallengren) Readership: General. Keywords:Nobel
Laureates;Nobel Essays;Biographies;Cultures
This electronic version has been made available under a
Creative Commons (BY-NC-ND) open access license. This
book takes up traditional approaches to political science. It
aims to offer a mixture of conventional and specific analyses
and insights for different groups of readers. In view of the
European Union's multi-level and multi-actor polity, the book
highlights the complex procedural and institutional set-up of
nation states preparing and implementing decisions made by
the institutions of the European Community (EC). In looking at
the emerging and evolving realities of the European polity, it
shows how European institutions and Member States (re-)act
and interact in a new institutional and procedural set-up. It
explores how governmental and non-governmental actors in
different national settings adapt to common challenges,
constraints and opportunities for which they are mainly
themselves responsible. The book discusses the Belgian
policy toward European integration as a significant
demonstration of its commitment to multilateralism and
international co-operation in security and economic affairs.
Attitudes to European integration in Denmark, Germany,
Finland, Greece, and Spain are discussed. Tendencies
towards 'Europeanisation' and 'sectoralisation' of the
ministerial administration during the process of European
integration and the typical administrative pluralism of the
Italian political system seem to have mutually reinforced each
other. Strong multi-level players are able to increase their
access and influence at both levels and to use their position
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on one level for strengthening their say on the other. German
and Belgian regions might develop into these kinds of actors.
A persistent trend during the 1990s is traced towards stronger
national performers, particularly in terms of adaptations and
reactions to Maastricht Treaty.

This volume provides an annotated bibliography of
the Western and Chinese literature on Jesus Christ
in China. It is a sequel to the interdisciplinary
collection on the manifold faces and images of Jesus
throughout Chinese history, from the Tang dynasty
(618907) to the present time.The present
bibliography broadens and deepens the abovementioned subject matter, and also points out
aspects which have been addressed in the
contributions and anthologies of the previous
volumes of The Chinese Face of Jesus Christ, but
which have not been treated thoroughly. Another aim
of this bibliography is to initiate and enable further
research, particularly in China. It includes
bibliographical data from the beginning of the
introduction of Christianity to China until the year
2013, occasionally also until 2014. A list of Key
References enables the reader to identify important
works on main topics related to Jesus Christ in
China. Some examples of book covers and title
pages are included in the section of
Illustrations.Other volumes of the collection The
Chinese Face of Jesus Christ are in preparation: Vol.
3c will present longer quotations from the sources
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listed in the present bibliography, Vol. 4b will contain
a general index with glossary, and Vol. 5 will deal
with the iconography of Jesus Christ in China.
"In 1970s Italy, crime films were the most popular,
profitable and controversial genre. The product of a
country plagued with violence, political tensions and
armed struggle, these films managed to capture and
convey the widespread anxiety and anger in their
tales. This book includes all the crime films produced
in Italy between 1968 and 1980"-The cultural and material legacies of the Roman
Republic and Empire in evidence throughout Rome
have made it the "Eternal City." Too often, however,
this patrimony has caused Rome to be seen as static
and antique, insulated from the transformations of
the modern world. In Excavating Modernity, Joshua
Arthurs dramatically revises this perception, arguing
that as both place and idea, Rome was strongly
shaped by a radical vision of modernity imposed by
Mussolini's regime between the two world wars.
Italian Fascism's appropriation of the Roman pastthe idea of Rome, or romanità- encapsulated the
Fascist virtues of discipline, hierarchy, and order; the
Fascist "new man" was modeled on the Roman
legionary, the epitome of the virile citizen-soldier.
This vision of modernity also transcended Italy's
borders, with the Roman Empire providing a
foundation for Fascism's own vision of
Mediterranean domination and a European New
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Order. At the same time, romanità also served as a
vocabulary of anxiety about modernity. Fears of
population decline, racial degeneration and
revolution were mapped onto the barbarian
invasions and the fall of Rome. Offering a critical
assessment of romanità and its effects, Arthurs
explores the ways in which academics, officials, and
ideologues approached Rome not as a site of distant
glories but as a blueprint for contemporary life, a
source of dynamic values to shape the present and
future.
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